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a
FOOT
EXTRUSION

NOTE: Each installation site must be
assessed by a licensed structural engineer to
establish appropriate attachments to various
wall and floor types as necessary.
(This applies to both small and large foot plate)
Assemble and level post and beam structure per
system instructions. The minimum gap for all
posts is 3/4" between the foot plate and the post
beam.

LARGE
FOOT

(X) OR (Y)
POST

SMALL
FOOT

SMALL FOOT PLATE
• Not for use in seismic zones. If in doubt, check
with local code authority.
• Not able to anchor to the floor.
• No puck is used.
• If more stability is required, then the large foot
plate is needed.
• Cutting of carpet is not needed.

c
b

LARGE FOOT PLATE

1.

If the installation will include carpeting,
determine the thickness of the carpeting to be
installed in the space or measure the thickness of
previously installed carpeting.

PUCK

2. Place one or more carpet shims under a puck

to approximately match the thickness of carpet
with the height of the shims excluding the puck.
Each shim's upstanding tabs should engage the
shim or puck above it. Each shim will raise the
footplate 0.11 inches or approximately 1/8 inch.
Repeat until there is a shim/puck assembly for
each Post in the structure to be assembled.

2

LARGE FOOT
PLATE VERSION

SMALL FOOT
PLATE VERSION

CARPET SHIMS
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3

3. Determine highest point in the floor where a Post will be
located in the installation space. This Post will be set to a
nominal minimum 3/4" above the foot plate. All others will
eventually be at or exceed this spacing after the system is
leveled.

4. Begin assembling Post and Beam structure for one area.

6 TO 8 POST
SET SCREWS

No more than one complete closed cell or 6 segments of a
Beam and a Post should be assembled at a time without
leveling the structure

3/4"
Min.

5. If already in place, pull up carpet tiles wherever a foot
plate is located.

6b

6. As each Post is added to the structure place a puck with
the appropriate number of shims under its foot plate.

7. Level the Post and Beam structure using a laser level.
See leveling instructions for details.

6a

PUCK

CARPET SHIM

CONCRETE
FLOOR
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8

8. At each Post and Beam or Fence junction, grasp the adjacent beam or fence and lift each
post just off the floor to allow the puck to move to a neutral position beneath the foot plate.
9.

Check plumb of posts and adjust if necessary.

10. If installation includes previously installed wall-to-wall carpet, raise each foot temporarily by
loosening the Post's set screws and sliding the foot assembly up into the Post. Using a carpet
knife carefully cut a hole in the carpet to allow the puck or shims to contact the concrete floor
directly. The hole should be approximately circular, slightly larger than the puck and shim
assembly, but smaller than the diameter of the foot plate. After the carpet is cut, the puck and
shims should be placed in the hole cut in the carpet, the foot must be slid down to contact the
puck and shims, and the set screws must be properly tightened.

10b

10a

PUCK

CARPET

SCRAP
CARPET

CONCRETE
FLOOR

10c
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11. Assemble the next section of Post and Beam

structure, repeating step 5 through 10 until structure is
complete.

12. Tape a piece of scrap corrugated cardboard around
the lower end of the post to prevent damage from the
anchoring process.

13. Drill the first anchor hole through the anchoring hole

in a foot plate. Drill about half the required depth for the
anchor to be used. Placing the nozzle of an operating
vacuum cleaner near the drilling location during drilling
will collect most of the resulting concrete dust.

13

12b

12a
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14a

14b
BOLT

HAND WASHER

14. Temporarily insert a floor anchor or another
suitable fastener that fits snugly into the hole so
that it protrudes up out of the hole through the foot
plate anchoring hole. This will keep the foot plate
from moving laterally while other holes are drilled.

FLOOR ANCHOR

15. Drill the other two anchor holes using the

anchoring holes in the foot plate as guides and
being careful to keep the holes as well centered
beneath the foot plate anchoring holes as possible.

16. Resume drilling the first hole to the correct
depth.

15

b

16

a
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17. Remove all remaining concrete dust with a

17

vacuum cleaner.

18.

Install the floor anchors per the anchor
manufacturer's instructions. Hardened 3/8"ID x
13/16"OD washers must be installed between
the anchor bolts or nuts and the foot plate.

19. Torque anchor bolts or fasteners to
manufacturer's recommendations. Remove
piece of scrap corrugated cardboard.

18
BOLT

19
HAND WASHER

FLOOR ANCHOR
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20. If installation includes carpet tiles, trim carpet tiles to slip
under raised edge of foot plate while allowing the puck or shims to
contact the concrete floor directly. If necessary the foot may be
raised temporarily by disconnecting the anchors, loosening the
Post's set screws, and sliding the foot assembly up into the Post.
After the carpet is trimmed and fitted, the foot must be returned to
the original height. Tighten set screws by turning until the set
screw bottoms out against the base assembly, then add a 1/2 turn
more. Make sure the anchors are properly connected and torqued
to manufacturer's recommendations.

21

21.

Press bolt caps over the anchor bolts or nuts into the
counterbores in the foot plate. If anchor studs are used, the studs
may need to be trimmed flush to the top of the anchoring nuts for
the bolt caps to be installed.

22.

Repeat step 13 through 21 until all foot plates are anchored.

23.

If the installation includes wall-to-wall carpeting to be
installed after the Post and Beam structure is installed, raise each
foot temporarily by loosening the Post's set screws and sliding the
foot assembly up into the Post.
After the carpet is in its final position, use a carpet knife to
carefully cut a hole in the carpet to allow the puck or shims to
contact the concrete floor directly and provide clearance for the
floor anchors. The hole should be approximately circular, slightly
smaller than the foot plate.
After the carpet is cut, the puck and shims should be replaced
beneath the foot plate, the foot must be slid down to contact the
puck and shims. Tighten set screws by turning until the set screw
bottoms out against the base assembly, then add a 1/2 turn more.
Make sure the anchors are properly connected and torqued to
manufacturer's recommendations.
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